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 43 

Abstract 44 

 Northwestern Europe has experienced a trend of increasingly wet winters over the past 45 

150 years, with few explanations for what may have driven this hydroclimatic change. Here we 46 

use the Old World Drought Atlas (OWDA), a tree-ring based reconstruction of the self-47 

calibrating Palmer Drought Severity Index (scPDSI), to examine this wetting trend and place it 48 

in a longer hydroclimatic context. We find that scPDSI variability in northwestern Europe is 49 

strongly correlated with the leading mode of the OWDA during the last millennium (1000-2012). 50 

This leading mode, here named the ‘English Channel’ (EC) mode, has pronounced variability on 51 

interannual to centennial timescales and has an expression in scPDSI similar to that of the East 52 

Atlantic teleconnection pattern. A shift in the EC mode from a prolonged negative phase to more 53 

neutral conditions during the 19th and 20th centuries is associated with the wetting trend over its 54 

area of influence in England, Wales, and much of northern continental Europe. The EC mode is 55 

the dominant scPDSI mode from approximately 1000-1850, after which its dominance waned in 56 

favor of the secondary ‘North-South’ (NS) mode that has an expression in scPDSI similar to the 57 

winter North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). We examine the dynamical nature of both of these 58 

modes and how they vary on interannual to centennial timescales. Our results provide insight 59 

into the nature of hydroclimate variability in Europe before the widespread availability of 60 

instrumental observations. 61 

 62 

Keywords: hydroclimate, paleoclimate, precipitation, drought, europe 63 

 64 

1 Introduction 65 

Changes in hydroclimate are particularly influential on human societies, as droughts and 66 

floods affect agricultural production, transportation, food security, economic stability, and can 67 

threaten lives and property. Extended periods of wet conditions have received comparatively less 68 

attention than droughts, but also have the capacity to severely disrupt agriculture and society: 69 

either through direct deluge of crop fields (e.g. Posthumus et al. 2009), or by lulling society into 70 

a false sense of water security ahead of renewed scarcity (e.g. Fye et al. 2003, Cook et al. 2011). 71 

In England and Wales, there is considerable concern that increasing precipitation and rising sea 72 

levels will increase flood risk in the coming decades, leading to economic and social challenges 73 

(e.g. Hall et al. 2005). While evidence for increasing flood risk in the United Kingdom points to 74 

rises in precipitation intensity (e.g. Cotterill et al. 2021), this could be exacerbated by any shift 75 

towards a wetter mean climate. 76 

Studies of historical and modern European hydroclimate have found that while southern 77 

Europe and the Mediterranean have become increasingly arid in the past century (Seager et al. 78 

2019), much of northwestern Europe has experienced a significant upward trend in winter 79 

precipitation during the past 150 years. Long-term rain gauge records from Paris and Northern 80 

France (Slonosky 2002), river flow records from the Seine (Dieppois et al. 2013; Dieppois et al. 81 

2016), and rain gauges in England and Wales (Wigley et al. 1984; Alexander and Jones 2000; 82 

Marsh et al. 2007), all show a positive trend in winter and early spring precipitation levels 83 

beginning in the mid-19th century. In Paris, the 20th century included significantly more extreme 84 

wet years than previous centuries, and the winter of 2000/2001 was the wettest experienced in 85 
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over 300 years (Slonosky 2002). Markonis et al. (2018) found that even within the context of the 86 

past millennium, this modern pluvial is particularly extreme in its longevity and spatial extent.  87 

Human-induced climate change has been invoked to explain drying in the Mediterranean 88 

region (Seager et al. 2019) and may also contribute to the wet trend in the north: climate models 89 

project that precipitation at high latitudes will increase worldwide due to warming temperatures 90 

and intensification of the hydrologic cycle (Madakumbura et al., 2019; Cook et al., 2020). 91 

However, the wetting trend in northern Europe began in the late 19th century, before the advent 92 

of strong radiative forcing by rising greenhouse gases. It is therefore more likely to be caused by 93 

natural decadal and longer timescale climate variability, though there could be anthropogenic 94 

contributions as well. 95 

European climate variability during the relatively recent instrumental period is strongly 96 

linked to the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), a fluctuation in the sea level pressure difference 97 

between the subtropical high (near the Azores) and the subpolar low (near Iceland), which 98 

influences the strength and latitude of the westerly flow over the North Atlantic and Europe 99 

(Hurrell 1995; Cassou et al. 2004; Hurrell and Deser 2009; Seager et al. 2010, 2020). The NAO 100 

is correlated with extreme precipitation events in the Mediterranean and northwestern Europe 101 

(Krichak et al. 2014) and can be connected to a range of other variables, including water 102 

availability and river discharges in the Middle East and the Iberian Peninsula (Cullen et al. 2002; 103 

Trigo et al. 2004) and wheat yields in Northern Africa and Europe (Anderson et al. 2019). 104 

However, the NAO does not explain the increasingly wet winters in northwestern Europe. Paris 105 

rain gauge records, which clearly show the increase in wintertime precipitation, were not found 106 

to correlate significantly with the NAO index (Slonosky 2002). A decrease in drought frequency 107 

in northern Europe in the most recent century was likewise not correlated with the NAO, nor 108 

with any other major climate indices such as the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), or 109 

Atlantic Multidecadal Variability (AMV) (Sheffield and Wood, 2008). The causes of this 19th-to-110 

20th-century wetting trend in the regions around the English Channel therefore remain unclear.  111 

The Old World Drought Atlas (OWDA, Cook et al. 2015) is a tree-ring based 112 

reconstruction of the self-calibrating Palmer Drought Severity Index (scPDSI) in Europe over the 113 

past two millennia. Importantly, the OWDA was constructed without explicitly calibrating on 114 

any known climate patterns or teleconnections, thus allowing for the independent examination of 115 

naturally occurring modes of hydroclimate variability. Recent studies of the OWDA have shown 116 

that its leading hydroclimate mode over Europe in the past is not consistent with the instrumental 117 

period NAO footprint, but instead consists of a spatially dominant anomaly over northwestern 118 

Europe with only weak anomalies elsewhere (Baek et al. 2020; Markonis et al. 2018). This mode 119 

has been linked to the torrential rains of the Great Famine of 1315-1317, and found to be 120 

correlated with the average scPDSI of northwest Europe (Baek et al. 2020). Due to its length, the 121 

OWDA provides an excellent opportunity to examine the behavior of these types of modes of 122 

variability, which cannot be clearly seen within the much shorter instrumental record.  123 

The OWDA is tree-ring based, and therefore records soil moisture availability primarily 124 

in the boreal growing season, from late spring through the summer. However, the spring/summer 125 

soil moisture also depends on lagged precipitation and temperature signals extending from the 126 

preceding boreal winter into the summer growing season (Baek et al. 2017). Because modes in 127 

the OWDA can therefore encompass variability across multiple seasons, care must be taken in 128 
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their interpretation. The OWDA has nevertheless successfully been used to study winter-129 

dominant phenomena like the winter NAO (Cook et al. 2019), showing that the dataset can 130 

provide an accurate record of climate in the winter/spring season as well as spring/summer. 131 

In this study we further examine the leading modes of variability in the OWDA over the 132 

last millennium, in order to better understand how hydroclimate can vary over centuries. As in 133 

Baek et al. (2020), we find the leading mode over the entire last millennium has a dominant 134 

anomaly centered on the English Channel (hereafter called the English Channel or EC mode). 135 

The dominance of this mode over the millennium highlights that European climate has a rich 136 

variety of phenomena beyond the NAO. However, beginning in the mid-19th century, we find 137 

that the EC mode wanes in importance and the previous secondary mode becomes unusually 138 

dominant. This swap in the dominant expression of the two modes coincides with increasing 139 

wintertime precipitation in the EC mode’s area of influence. We analyze the interannual to 140 

centennial variability of these modes, and show that this centennial scale shift in the EC mode 141 

may be related to the late 19th-century wetting trend over England, Wales and northern 142 

continental Europe.  143 

 144 

2 Data and Methods 145 

The Old World Drought Atlas (OWDA) is a spatially resolved annual reconstruction of 146 

the self-calibrating Palmer Drought Severity Index (scPDSI) based on a network of tree-ring 147 

records (Cook et al. 2015; https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo-search/study/19419). The improved 148 

‘self-calibrating’ PDSI method allows more accurate estimation of local hydroclimate variability, 149 

relative to the original PDSI formulation (Wells et al., 2004; van der Schrier et al., 2013). The 150 

OWDA data are arranged on an even 0.5° latitude-longitude grid encompassing 5414 points 151 

across Europe and the Mediterranean from 1 BCE-2012 CE. Despite the availability of some 152 

reconstructed grid cells prior to 1000 CE, our subsequent analyses only use the OWDA from 153 

1000-2012 CE, as the loss of tree-ring records prior to that time reduces the spatial coverage 154 

considerably. In the most recent decades, the OWDA steadily transitions to include instrumental 155 

PDSI records, but we use the entire modern period of the OWDA (up to 2012) in order to best 156 

place the modern climate variability in a long-term context.  157 

scPDSI in the OWDA is a proxy for moisture availability in the vadose zone (the 158 

unsaturated region extending from the land surface to the top of the water table) during the 159 

growing season. Soil moisture is influenced by both precipitation and temperature, though 160 

precipitation is the more dominant influence. The OWDA is most strongly correlated with 161 

summertime precipitation across the entire domain, but large areas of northwestern Europe, 162 

Iberia, Northern Africa, Scandinavia and the Levant are also significantly correlated with 163 

wintertime precipitation (Figure 1). The OWDA can therefore be used to investigate winter, 164 

spring and summer hydroclimate variability. Significant correlations between the OWDA and 165 

summertime temperature, particularly in southern Europe, are likely due to higher rates of 166 

evaporation. 167 

Variables used herein, together with OWDA, are surface air temperature, precipitation, 168 

500hPa geopotential heights, sea surface temperatures (SSTs), instrumental scPDSI, and indices 169 

of major Northern Hemisphere teleconnection patterns. Surface air temperature and precipitation 170 

data were obtained from the CRU 3.25 global temperature and precipitation grids (1901-2010, 171 
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Harris et al. 2014, https://crudata.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/hrg/). Geopotential heights were obtained 172 

from the 20th Century Reanalysis Project (1854-2010, Compo et al. 2011, 173 

https://www.psl.noaa.gov/data/20thC_Rean/). SSTs are from the NOAA ERSST v. 5 global SST 174 

dataset (1854-2010, Huang et al. 2017, https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/marineocean-175 

data/extended-reconstructed-sea-surface-temperature-ersst-v5). The instrument-based van der 176 

Schrier scPDSI (vdS scPDSI, van der Schrier et al. 2013) was used for comparison with the 177 

OWDA scPDSI in the recent period (1901-2010). Indices of the NAO, East Atlantic (EA), and 178 

Scandinavian (SCA) patterns used for examining teleconnections are from the NOAA-NCEP 179 

Climate Prediction Center (CPC, 1950-2010, 180 

https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/teledoc/telecontents.shtml). Analyses of instrumental and 181 

reanalysis data are conducted for two four-month seasons called winter/spring (January to April, 182 

JFMA) and spring/summer (May to July, MJJA). These extended seasons were chosen to show 183 

the clear seasonal differences between winter and summer results without needing to show three 184 

sets of maps for the more traditional three-month seasons. To correspond to the time interval 185 

covered by the CPC indices, we perform analyses using instrumental and reanalysis data from 186 

1950 to 2010 and then, for a check on robustness, repeat from 1900 to 1949. 187 

Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis was used to decompose the OWDA into 188 

modes of variability. This was done for the entire millennium (1000-2012) with the long-term 189 

mean removed, retaining the interannual to centennial timescale variability. EOF analysis was 190 

also conducted on a century-by-century basis to focus on interannual to decadal variability. This 191 

also allows us to observe any fluctuations in leading modes over time. EOFs were calculated on 192 

the covariance matrix with a cosine-latitude area weighting of the data and without rotation. The 193 

self-calibrating nature of the OWDA scPDSI means that the dataset is already normalized for 194 

local conditions (Wells et al., 2004), therefore we use the covariance rather than the correlation 195 

matrix in order to capture the areas with the highest amplitude of variability (as discussed in 196 

Dommenget and Latif, 2002). All modes were determined to be statistically distinct and outside 197 

of sampling error, as defined by North et al. (1982).  198 

All results are presented with a significance level of 0.05 based on the corrected degrees 199 

of freedom that account for time series serial correlation. Corrected degrees of freedom were 200 

determined from autocorrelation estimates in the OWDA principal components, as well as in the 201 

instrumental and reanalysis data, using the method presented in Cook and Jacoby (1977): 202 

𝑁′ = (𝑁 − 2)
(1 − 𝑟1 𝑟2)

(1 + 𝑟1 𝑟2)
 203 

where N is the number of observations, r1 and r2 are the autocorrelations of both timeseries at lag 204 

1, and N’ is the corrected degrees of freedom. When correlating OWDA PC timeseries to fields, 205 

r values for the fields were computed by taking the cosine-latitude weighted mean of r values at 206 

lag 1 across the entire domain. This correction was also performed for regressions with the CPC 207 

indices for consistency. However, in this case the correction was found to be mostly insignificant 208 

due to small amounts of autocorrelation in the teleconnection timeseries.  209 

 210 

3 Results 211 

 212 

3.1 The leading modes of scPDSI variability in the OWDA over the last millennium 213 
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 EOF analysis of the OWDA over the period 1000-2012 yields similar results to those 214 

found by Baek et al. (2020) (EOF analysis of the entire domain, 1300-2012), and Markonis et al. 215 

(2018) (EOF analysis of central Europe, 992-2012). The first and second leading modes of the 216 

OWDA from 1000-2012 represent 15% and 10% of the variance, respectively. For the positive 217 

phase shown, the first mode has a positive (wet) anomaly centered over northwestern Europe, 218 

particularly the British Isles, northern France and Germany, and very high local explained 219 

variance in the same region (Figure 2). Southern Scandinavia, particularly Sweden, is also 220 

positive. This feature is centered approximately over the regions surrounding the English 221 

Channel (EC), and we explicitly identify it here as the EC mode. Opposite sign anomalies are 222 

present over the southern Iberian Peninsula, northwestern Africa, and Greece and Turkey, but 223 

these are much weaker than the anomalies in northwestern Europe and do not explain much 224 

variance. 225 

The timeseries of the EC mode (PC1, Figure 2) has clear interannual, decadal and 226 

centennial variability. The 20-year moving average has notable minima in 1460-1466, at the end 227 

of a long negative period, and another extended negative period centered around 1800 (Figure 228 

2a). After this, over the mid-to-late 19th century and early 20th century, the timeseries trends 229 

upward to a positive state. 230 

 In contrast to EOF1, the second mode has a negative (dry) anomaly centered over the 231 

Balkans, Turkey, and much of Eastern Europe (Figure 2) in its positive phase, and a weaker 232 

positive (wet) anomaly over eastern Scandinavia and Russia, with the nodal line being nearly 233 

east-west. Local explained variance is highest in the Balkans and Turkey, but not as high as those 234 

explained by the EC mode in northwestern Europe. The timeseries of the second EOF (PC2, 235 

Figure 2) does not have century-scale trends comparable to the EC, though it does have clear 236 

decadal timescale departures, including a large negative departure in the late 19th century. The 237 

20-year moving average of the PC2 timeseries has notable maxima from 1358-1362 and 1862-238 

1866, and minima in 1812-1814, 1392-1394, and 1972-1974. This mode will be referred to as the 239 

‘NS’ mode, due to the north-south structure of the poles. These two millennium-scale modes (EC 240 

and NS) will guide the rest of our analyses herein. 241 

 242 

3.2 Leading modes of variability on a century-by-century basis 243 

 While the EC mode dominates when evaluated over the entire millennium, it is possible 244 

that the NS mode or other patterns have more influence in some centuries or on shorter 245 

timescales. To examine this, we calculate the leading OWDA EOF for each century from 1000-246 

2000. The century mean was removed and the data was detrended before performing the EOF 247 

analysis, in order to isolate the interannual to decadal variability. These results are shown in 248 

Figure 3. 249 

In most centuries, the leading mode has an anomaly centered over the area surrounding 250 

the English Channel, similar to the pattern observed in the long-term EC Mode. This pattern 251 

occurs as the leading mode in 9 of the 10 previous centuries. In the earliest centuries (1000-1100, 252 

1100-1200, and 1200-1300), the pattern correlation of the century-scale leading mode with the 253 

millennium scale EC mode is 0.63, 0.63, and 0.64, respectively, which is lower than in the later 254 

centuries. The century of 1200-1300 is unique, as the leading mode is correlated with both the 255 

EC mode (at 0.64) and the NS mode (at 0.66) equally, suggesting that the two influences may be 256 
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mixed in the resulting pattern. In the subsequent centuries (from 1300-1800), the correlation of 257 

the leading mode with the EC mode becomes very high, near or above 0.90, and the correlation 258 

with the NS mode is negligible. However, in 1900-2000 this pattern reverses, and the leading 259 

mode is very similar to the NS mode (correlation 0.89) rather than the EC mode (0.12). The first 260 

and second modes are statistically distinct in all centuries except 1800-1900, during which the 261 

modes were within error by 0.004. The EC mode is clearly an important mode of summer surface 262 

hydroclimate variability in Europe across both interannual and centennial timescales, and the NS 263 

mode is only found to be dominant in the most recent century (1900-2000). 264 

 265 

3.3 Variations in the dominance and explained variance of the intra-century EC and NS 266 

modes over the last millennium 267 

To further investigate the intra-century modes and the modern switch to the NS mode 268 

seen in Figure 3, we create a timeseries of pattern correlations between the century-scale OWDA 269 

modes and the millennium-scale EC and NS modes (Fig. 4). OWDA EOFs were calculated for a 270 

sliding 100-year window, separated by 25-yr increments from 1000-1100, 1025-1125 and so on 271 

up to 1900-2000. Pattern correlations were then calculated between the century-scale leading 272 

mode and the EC and NS modes (defined as the first and second modes from 1000-2012). For 273 

most of the period, the century-scale leading mode of the OWDA is very similar to the EC mode 274 

(Figure 4a). Although the 12th century mode shown in Figure 3 has a correlation of 0.63 with the 275 

EC mode, other periods in that century show some lower correlations, such as 1125-1225 with a 276 

correlation of 0.08. Conversely, while the 1200-1300 century mode seems mixed (Figure 3), 277 

other periods within that century show a stronger correlation with the EC mode, such as 1225-278 

1325 with a correlation of 0.94. Beginning in ~1800, the correlation with the EC mode begins to 279 

decline, and the correlation with the NS mode rises. The most recent century is therefore a 280 

marked departure from the norm of the past millennium, which was primarily dominated by 281 

patterns similar to the EC mode. 282 

 To see if the EC and NS mode are simply swapping in order or if there are other modes 283 

present, the same analysis was conducted using the second mode of each 100-yr period (Figure 284 

4b). This analysis shows a rough inverse of the correlation with the leading mode: when the 285 

correlation with the EC mode decreases in Figure 4a, correlations increase with the NS mode in 286 

Figure 4b. In the modern period, the leading mode becomes correlated with the NS mode and the 287 

second mode with the EC mode. This result indicates that the EC and NS modes are the leading 288 

modes in all periods, and are only varying as to which is leading and which is secondary. 289 

This swap in leading and secondary mode does not necessarily imply any significant 290 

change in the variance explained. Both modes could potentially be explaining similar amounts of 291 

variance, and only swapping in dominance due to marginal changes. To see if this is the case, the 292 

explained variance of each century-scale mode was calculated. Combined with the information 293 

on the mode’s spatial pattern correlation with the entire-millennium EC and NS modes, this 294 

allows us to plot the variance explained by the EC and NS modes of the OWDA over the last 295 

millennium (Figure 4c). Modes with pattern correlation of >0.6 with the entire-millennium EC or 296 

NS modes were classified as the EC/NS mode (see Wilks, 2011 for discussion on the 0.6 cutoff), 297 

while modes with a <0.6 pattern correlation to either the EC or NS were classified as ambiguous. 298 

We find that the EC mode has generally explained more variance over the past millennium than 299 
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the NS mode. However, beginning around 1850, the modes switch in dominance, and the NS 300 

mode explains a higher amount of variance post-1850 than it previously had throughout the 301 

entire millenium (with the exception of a brief time in the mid 13th century). This 19th century 302 

switch therefore relates to notable changes in explained variance, and hence could represent real 303 

changes in the character of climate variability over the region. 304 

 305 

3.4. The modern wetting trend in England, Wales and northern continental Europe and 306 

relation to centennial variability of the EC mode 307 

To investigate how the change in dominant modes affects scPDSI, we calculate the 308 

difference in average scPDSI between two periods before and after the apparent switch: 1870-309 

2010 and 1760-1869. The difference between these periods (Figure 5a) shows a significant 310 

increase in average scPDSI in the region directly around the English Channel, in a spatial pattern 311 

that is similar to that of the EC mode. While this is partly by design due to how the periods were 312 

chosen for differencing, this shows a remarkable and regionally defined wetting of the EC region 313 

(defined here as 5ºW-15ºE and 47º-55ºN, black box labelled “EC Region”). Significant drying 314 

during this same period is only seen in some small pockets on the Iberian Peninsula, northern 315 

Africa, and Eastern Europe/Russia. 316 

Instrumental records extending back before the 20th century are sparse, but those 317 

available do document a wintertime wetting trend in the EC region during the same time period. 318 

Historical rain gauge data from England and Wales (England and Wales Precipitation, EWP, 319 

Alexander and Jones 2000) show a significant (p < 0.05) upward trend in winter/spring 320 

precipitation anomalies from 1766-2012 (Figure 5b). Likewise, the vdS scPDSI (van der Schrier 321 

et al., 2013) also shows a significant increase in winter/spring scPDSI in the EC region through 322 

the 20th century. Both of these datasets support the findings from the OWDA that indicate a 323 

significant wetting trend in this region over the late 19th and 20th centuries. Also supporting the 324 

wintertime wetting trend are rain gauges and river flow records from Paris and northern France 325 

(Slonosky 2002; Dieppois et al. 2013, 2016). 326 

The correlation of OWDA scPDSI in the EC region and the instrumental winter/spring 327 

vdS scPDSI in their overlap period (1901-2012) is 0.64, even though the vdS timeseries only 328 

includes winter/spring values, as opposed to the more summer-focused OWDA. The vdS PDSI 329 

in spring/summer shows no significant wetting trend, though the correlation with the OWDA is 330 

higher (r = 0.83), consistent with OWDA targeting summer scPDSI (Cook et al. 2015). This 331 

further shows that the OWDA is recording both summer and winter hydroclimate, given strong 332 

correlations with both winter/spring and spring/summer instrumental scPDSI. 333 

Correlation of OWDA scPDSI values with winter/spring EWP is significant, but low (r = 334 

0.30, n = 247, p < 0.05), which is expected because the OWDA scPDSI is influenced by both 335 

temperature and precipitation in the winter through summer. However, there is also a significant 336 

correlation (r = 0.54) between the instrumental winter vdS scPDSI and the winter/spring EWP 337 

rain gauge timeseries in their overlap period. There is therefore a strong case that wintertime 338 

hydroclimate is influencing the tree-ring records that comprise the OWDA, and that the wet 339 

trend in the OWDA is related to the trend in winter precipitation seen in other datasets.  340 

A long timescale examination of average OWDA scPDSI in the EC region over the past 341 

millennium (Figure 5c) reveals a very strong correlation (r = 0.94) with the timeseries of the EC 342 
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mode over the same period. Although some correlation with scPDSI is expected by design, as the 343 

EC region chosen has a high level of explained variance by the EC mode, this is still a 344 

particularly high correlation (Figure 2). This indicates that this mode captures a dominant pattern 345 

in regional hydroclimate variation, and strongly suggests that the tree-ring records are capable of 346 

capturing century-scale variability.  347 

 348 

3.4 Linking the EC and NS modes to temperature, precipitation, atmospheric circulation 349 

and SSTs during the modern period 350 

 In order to associate the EC and NS modes to physical climate, their variability over the 351 

modern period (1900-2010) is analyzed together with instrumental precipitation, surface 352 

temperature, and analyses of 500hPa heights and SSTs. Figure 6 shows the results of a 353 

correlation between the PC1 and PC2 timeseries and all individual precipitation and temperature 354 

grid points in both the winter/spring and spring/summer seasons. Notably, the EC mode (PC1) is 355 

strongly correlated with precipitation in northwestern Europe in both winter/spring and 356 

spring/summer. The EC mode is correlated with winter/spring temperatures on the Iberian 357 

Peninsula, in northern Africa, and the Balkans and Turkey in the winter, and with spring/summer 358 

temperatures in southern Italy, the Balkans, and Turkey.  359 

The NS mode (PC2) is negatively correlated with winter/spring precipitation on the 360 

Iberian Peninsula and parts of southern Europe and Turkey. In spring/summer, the mode is 361 

positively correlated with precipitation in parts of Scandinavia, and negatively correlated with 362 

precipitation in parts of the Balkans and Eastern Europe. The NS mode is also correlated with 363 

temperature in Scandinavia in both seasons, though with opposite signs – positively in 364 

winter/spring, and negatively in spring/summer. For both the EC and NS modes, the correlations 365 

with temperature are regionally higher than for the OWDA in general (Figure 1). This may be 366 

because the leading modes of the OWDA are physically realistic modes of large-scale climate 367 

variability, and therefore have more consistent relationships with temperature than the OWDA 368 

itself, which is also influenced by site-specific noise. 369 

The two modes were also regressed with 500hPa geopotential heights and SSTs over two 370 

periods: 1901-1949 and 1950-2010 (Figure 7). The later period corresponds to that of the CPC 371 

teleconnection indices (see Section 3.5) and the analysis for the earlier period provides a 372 

robustness check. SSTs are masked so that only significant (p < 0.05) values are shown, and 373 

thick contours are plotted on top of the regression contours to show regions of significance with 374 

respect to the 500hPa heights. 375 

The early period of winter/spring data does not show any regions of significant 376 

correlation with the EC mode (Figure 7). In the modern period of winter/spring data, the EC 377 

mode is associated with low heights over the North Sea and Scandinavia, paired with another 378 

low off the eastern coast of North America. Significant positive correlations occur over 379 

Greenland/Canada and likewise over the Iberian Peninsula and northern Africa.  380 

In contrast to the winter/spring data, for spring/summer heights and SSTs there are 381 

significant correlations in both the early and later periods. The EC mode is associated with low 382 

heights over the North Atlantic-British Isles-North Sea region during both the early and later 383 

periods. In the early period (1901-1949), this is paired with a significant low over North 384 

America, while in the later period, this North American low is reduced in size and shifted 385 
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northwards, and there are significant highs over Greenland and the portions of the Atlantic. In 386 

terms of wind direction, the EC mode is associated with stronger than normal westerly winds 387 

over central and Western Europe. These winds would bring moist marine air to the continent, 388 

consistent with the co-located wet anomaly in the EC spatial pattern (Figure 2) and its expression 389 

in precipitation (Figure 6). The SST anomalies are generally consistent with forcing by the 390 

atmosphere – for example, where the height anomalies would cause weaker wind speeds, the 391 

SST anomalies are warm (e.g. south of Greenland in spring/summer), and where they would 392 

create advection from warmer regions, the SST anomalies are also warm (e.g. west of the Iberian 393 

Peninsula and northern Africa in winter/spring). 394 

 Regression of the PC2 timeseries (the NS mode) with winter/spring heights for the same 395 

two periods shows a significant low centered over Greenland-Iceland and a high over the mid-396 

latitude North Atlantic (Figure 8), as well as stronger than normal marine air advection over 397 

Scandinavia. The SST anomalies are again consistent with atmospheric forcing, and in the later 398 

period they show a characteristic tripole structure similar to that of the NAO (Seager et al. 2000). 399 

Performing the same regression with the NS mode and spring/summer heights and SSTs shows a 400 

pronounced low over Scandinavia, with another low over northeastern North America. The more 401 

recent period also shows a high over central Russia, east of the pronounced low over 402 

Scandinavia.  403 

For both modes and seasons, given the limitations of the earlier data and with the 404 

exception of winter/spring for the EC mode, the patterns are broadly similar for the early and late 405 

20th century, indicating some degree of robustness of the large-scale circulation variations 406 

associated with the modes.  407 

 408 

3.5 Relationship between the leading mode over the last millennium and known 409 

teleconnection patterns 410 

 In order to compare the results from the EC and NS modes to those from known Northern 411 

Hemisphere teleconnections, we performed regressions of heights and SSTs for the 1950-2010 412 

period with the CPC teleconnection indices of the East Atlantic (EA) pattern, the NAO, and the 413 

Scandinavian (SCA) pattern (Figure 9). Regressions were performed for both winter and summer 414 

seasons.  415 

The winter regression with the NAO has a pattern very similar to that of the NS mode in 416 

the winter (cf. Figures 8, 9). Over the period 1950-2010, the pattern correlation between the 417 

OWDA NS regression (Figure 8) and the NAO regression (Figure 9) is 0.96 for heights and 0.92 418 

for SSTs. In contrast, the spring/summer regression of the NS mode is most similar that of the 419 

spring/summer Scandinavian index, with a pattern correlation of -0.89 for heights, though the 420 

pattern correlation with SSTs is much lower (r = -0.33).  421 

 In contrast to the above results, the relation of the EC mode to known teleconnection 422 

patterns is far less clear. The modern winter/spring EC mode regression does not seem to be 423 

similar to any of the winter teleconnections: pattern correlations with the winter EA (0.20 424 

heights, 0.07 SSTs) and winter Scandinavian (r = -0.16 heights, -0.12 SSTs) are low. Correlation 425 

with the winter NAO is higher (r = -0.62 heights, -0.62 SSTs). The East Atlantic teleconnection 426 

pattern in winter/spring (Figure 9) bears a potential resemblance to the early period (1901-1949) 427 

winter EC Mode regression (Figure 7), as both patterns show an elongated low in the northern 428 
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Atlantic. However, this feature was not significant in the EC regression for that period. Turning 429 

to the spring/summer relations, the regression between the EC mode and heights and SSTs has 430 

similarities to that of the spring/summer EA teleconnection (Figure 6), with a negative pole over 431 

northwestern Europe and positive anomalies over the Balkans, though the pattern correlations are 432 

low (r = 0.55 for heights, 0.22 for SSTs).  433 

To examine the influence of these teleconnections on the OWDA itself, regressions and 434 

correlations were calculated between the CPC teleconnection indices and each point of the 435 

OWDA scPDSI (Figure 10). The regression with the East Atlantic timeseries shows a pattern 436 

similar to the EC mode (Figure 2) in both winter and summer. Pattern correlations between the 437 

EA regressions and the EC mode regression onto the OWDA for the same period are 0.57 for 438 

winter EA, and 0.82 for summer EA. The correlation between the EA index and the OWDA is 439 

significant across all of northwestern Europe in the summer, and is also significant in winter, 440 

though only in northern France and England.  441 

 In contrast to the EA, which has weak correlations with OWDA away from northwestern 442 

Europe, the winter/spring NAO is strongly negatively correlated to the OWDA scPDSI in the 443 

Balkans, Greece, and Turkey, as well as northern Africa, the Iberian Peninsula, and southern 444 

France (Figure 10). Positive correlations are present in Norway, Finland and western Russia, and 445 

southern regions of the Levant. The pattern correlation between the regression of OWDA scPDSI 446 

with the winter/spring NAO and the NS Mode (Figure 2) is 0.82. The Scandinavian pattern in 447 

winter/spring shows very few significant correlations, but in spring/summer it does have positive 448 

correlations with OWDA scPDSI along the Mediterranean, including southern France and the 449 

eastern Iberian Peninsula (this regression has a pattern correlation of -0.85 with the NS mode). 450 

Of the three prominent North Atlantic teleconnections, the EA pattern has the strongest 451 

expression in the OWDA scPDSI in the region of northwestern Europe centered over the English 452 

Channel.  453 

 454 

4 Discussion 455 

 Several lines of evidence show that before 1850, the EC mode was a dominant driving 456 

pattern of European summer hydroclimate. The tight correlation between the EC mode 457 

timeseries and the average summer scPDSI in northwestern Europe (0.94, Figure 5c) also 458 

establishes that there is a direct connection between the EC mode and regional moisture 459 

variability, as recorded by the OWDA. Over the late 19th century, this mode shifted from an 460 

extended period of negative values to varying around a state closer to neutrality, a shift that 461 

coincides with regional wetting. Given its close ties to average scPDSI in the EC region, it is 462 

likely that the modern wetting trend affecting northwestern Europe was associated with the 463 

decadal to centennial timescale variability of this mode. In addition to dominating the decadal-to-464 

centennial variability in the European region, the EC pattern is also the leading pattern of 465 

interannual variability in most centuries of the last millennium. 466 

Murphy et al. (2019) argue that the trend towards wetter winters in the England and 467 

Wales precipitation series (Wigley et al. 1984; Alexander and Jones 2000; Marsh et al. 2007) is 468 

the result of a data artifact, primarily the mismeasurement of snowfall totals in the early period. 469 

However, the wet winter trend is present in multiple other data sources. Independent rain gauges 470 

in Paris and northern France contain the trend (Dieppois et al. 2016; Slonosky 2002), as do river 471 
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flow records from the Seine (Dieppois et al. 2016), which are not subject to the same snowfall 472 

measurement biases that can impact rain gauges. Additionally, the trend towards increasing 473 

scPDSI in northern Europe appears in the OWDA and also the instrumental vdS scPDSI in 474 

winter/spring (though it should be noted that the OWDA was calibrated on the vdS scPDSI, 475 

which is also partly dependent on rain gauge observations).  476 

Because the OWDA targets growing season soil moisture availability, which is 477 

influenced by both precipitation and temperature from winter into summer, we cannot 478 

necessarily expect modes of variability revealed in the OWDA scPDSI to align with modern 479 

teleconnections defined in terms of monthly or seasonal circulation. Nonetheless, a large set of 480 

trees from the OWDA were found to be strong predictors of the winter NAO (Cook et al. 2019), 481 

showing that the OWDA can be used to study seasonally-specific phenomena. Our analysis 482 

found several similarities between the EC and NS modes and the EA and NAO teleconnections. 483 

The NS mode has an expression in heights and SSTs that is very similar to the NAO, with a 484 

pattern correlation of 0.95 for the NAO/NS associated heights, and 0.91 for the associated SSTs. 485 

Additionally, the expression of the NS mode in scPDSI is similar to that of both the 486 

winter/spring NAO and the spring/summer SCA index. While the atmospheric and SST 487 

expressions of the EC and EA modes are only somewhat similar in the summer (r = 0.55 heights, 488 

0.22 SSTs) and nonexistent in the winter, the EA teleconnection index has an expression in 489 

scPDSI similar to the EC mode in both summer (r = 0.82) and winter (r = 0.57) (Figure 10), 490 

making it plausible that the two are dynamically related.  491 

Analysis of modern precipitation variability in the British Isles shows that most 492 

wintertime variability is explained by a SLP mode very similar to the EA pattern, with a negative 493 

pole over the British Isles and the North Sea (Murphy and Washington, 2001). Likewise, when 494 

direct rain gauge measurements from the EWP series are correlated with 500hPa heights in de 495 

Leeuw et al. (2015), they show a spatial pattern with a distinct anomaly over the EC area. 496 

Precipitation reconstructions find that extreme wet years in north-central Europe from 1500-2000 497 

are associated with a strong anomaly in reconstructed SLP over the British Isles (Pauling et al., 498 

2006). Reconstruction of historical SLP (Luterbacher et al., 2002) shows that while the first EOF 499 

of SLP from 1500-2000 more strongly resembles the NAO, the second EOF has a negative pole 500 

over the British Isles, more similar to the expression of the EC mode.  501 

If the EC and NS modes are in fact related to the EA and NAO teleconnections, the 502 

changes in leading modes are particularly interesting, as they suggest that the NAO may not have 503 

had as much influence on European summer surface moisture variability in the past as it does 504 

today. The increase in the NS mode’s dominance over summer surface moisture variability 505 

begins in roughly 1850, concomitant with both the relative decline in importance of the EC mode 506 

and shift from a prolonged predominantly negative EC phase to a more neutral phase. 507 

Additionally, the change in average scPDSI in 100-yr periods before and after 1870 has a spatial 508 

pattern similar to the EC mode, with significant differences in precipitation in France, southern 509 

England and Wales between the two periods (Figure 5). We therefore propose that a shift in the 510 

EC mode from persistent negative values to more neutral values may be responsible for the 511 

modern wet shift in northwestern Europe. Speculatively (because of the absence of circulation 512 

data), this might be related, at least in part, to a similar shift in the EA teleconnection pattern. 513 

The winter CPC EA index has trended upwards significantly since 1950, a change that has been 514 
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associated with both warmer and wetter winters in the British Isles (Conrad et al., 2003). 515 

Historical reconstruction of the EA index likewise shows an upward trend over the course of the 516 

20th century, though not before (Mellado-Cano et al., 2019).  517 

Despite our speculation, it still remains unclear what can cause such decadal to centennial 518 

variability in atmospheric teleconnections. Over the North Pacific, decadal shifts in circulation 519 

patterns such as the Pacific-North America pattern are related to Rossby wave teleconnections 520 

driven by decadal shifts in tropical SSTs (Graham 1994; Trenberth and Hurrell 1994), but there 521 

is little evidence for this process causing changes in circulation over the North Atlantic and 522 

Europe. Circulation over these sectors nevertheless does have impressive decadal and longer 523 

timescale variability. In this regard, the decadal variability of both the EA and the NAO are yet 524 

to be fully explained (Osborn 2011; Scaife et al. 2014; Mellado-Cano et al. 2019; Seager et al. 525 

2020). It therefore is somewhat unsurprising that European hydroclimate has large decadal and 526 

longer timescale variability, but the dynamical origins of this variability remain a mystery, 527 

despite its potent influence on regional climate. 528 

  529 

5 Conclusions 530 

 The wet trend in northern European hydroclimate over the last 150 years is related to the 531 

fluctuations and changes in dominance of the EC hydroclimate mode during the same period. 532 

This mode has a similar expression in scPDSI to that of the modern East Atlantic teleconnection. 533 

In contrast, the second hydroclimate mode of the OWDA, the NS mode, has a similar expression 534 

to that of the NAO. For most of the last millennium the EC mode was the leading mode of 535 

variability in tree-ring derived scPDSI. The NS mode is the leading mode only in the recent 536 

period, which may suggest that the modern prominence of the NAO as a control on European 537 

summer surface moisture variability is relatively new. However, more study is needed to work 538 

out the connections between these observed hydroclimate modes of reconstructed summer 539 

scPDSI and teleconnection patterns in the North Atlantic and European region. 540 

 541 

Figure Captions 542 

 543 

Fig 1. Correlation between the raw OWDA values and CRU 3.25 temperature and precipitation 544 

grids, from 1950-2010. Only values above the 0.05 significance level are shown, otherwise the 545 

point is uncolored. Some areas in Africa are not present in the OWDA (see Figure 2 for the 546 

OWDA’s spatial extent), these values are also uncolored.  547 

 548 

Fig 2. First and second modes of the OWDA (1000-2012). Timeseries (PCs) are standardized, 549 

and the EOF maps present the value at +1SD in scPDSI units. The first mode explains 15% of 550 

variance over the domain, the second mode explains 10% of the variance, though locally the 551 

explained variances (shown in percent) are much higher. Timeseries show raw standard 552 

deviations (thin, dashed line) and centered 20-year moving averages (thick, solid line). 553 

 554 

Fig 3. Leading mode of OWDA for each century, from 1000-2000. Title headings show the 555 

century, the explained variance of the leading mode (%), and the absolute value of the pattern 556 

correlation between the mode and the long-term EOF1 (EC) and EOF2 (NS) modes. 557 
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 558 

Fig 4. Pattern correlation between the (a) leading and (b) secondary OWDA EOF for a 100-year 559 

sliding window and the millennium-scale (1000-2012) EC and NS modes. Points are plotted at 560 

the midpoint of each century. Pattern correlations are absolute values to allow for opposite sign 561 

EOFs of similar patterns. (c) Explained variance of the leading and secondary 100-yr modes. 562 

Each mode was classified as either EC (green) or NS (blue) if the pattern correlation was >0.6, or 563 

ambiguous if not. Upper, thick black line shows the cumulative explained variance (EV) of the 564 

first and second modes together (EOF1 + EOF2 explained variances).  565 

 566 

Fig 5. Examination of a modern wetting trend in the EC region. a) the difference in mean 567 

OWDA scPDSI (1870-2010 minus 1750-1869), showing an increase in average PDSI in the EC 568 

region. Results of a t-test show regions of significant differences (t > 1.97). b) Timeseries 569 

showing the increase in winter precipitation, including historical rain gauge data from England 570 

and Wales, average OWDA scPDSI in the EC region, and average instrumental winter/spring 571 

(JFMA) scPDSI from van der Schrier (vdS) in the EC region. c) Average scPDSI in the EC 572 

region (right axis) and the PC1 timeseries of the OWDA (left axis) showing a strong correlation 573 

(r = 0.94). 574 

 575 

Fig 6. Correlation of OWDA long-term PC1 (EC mode) and PC2 (NS mode) with instrumental 576 

precipitation and temperature, over the period 1950-2010. Correlation values are only shown 577 

above the 0.05 significance level. 578 

 579 

Fig 7. Regression of OWDA PC1 (EC mode timeseries) with winter/spring (JFMA) and 580 

spring/summer (MJJA) 500hPa geopotential heights (contours, bold where significant at the 0.05 581 

level) and SSTs (colors over ocean where significant at 0.05 level) for two periods, 1900-1949 582 

and 1950-2010. Contour interval for heights is 2 m. Units are m and °C per standard deviation of 583 

the EOF time series (PC1). 584 

 585 

Fig 8. Regression of OWDA PC2 (NS mode timeseries) with winter/spring (JFMA) and 586 

spring/summer (MJJA) 500hPa geopotential heights (contours, bold where significant at the 0.05 587 

level) and SSTs (colors over ocean where significant at the 0.05 level). Contour interval for 588 

heights is 2 m. Units are m and °C per standard deviation of the EOF timeseries (PC2). 589 

 590 

Fig 9. Regression of seasonal averages of CPC teleconnection indices with both winter/spring 591 

(upper row) and spring/summer (lower row) 500mbar geopotential heights (contours, bold where 592 

significant at the 0.05 level) and SSTs (colors over ocean where significant at the 0.05 level), 593 

1950-2010. Units are m and °C per standard deviation of the teleconnection indices. 594 

 595 

Fig 10. Regression of seasonal CPC teleconnection indices with the raw OWDA data. Colors 596 

show regression (PDSI per standard deviation of teleconnection index), contours show regions 597 

above the 0.05 significance level. 598 

 599 

 600 
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